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Abstract. For decades science educators in the United States have labored to characterize the essential features of scientific
enterprises and base curriculum design on these features. Although tempered in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
by an emphasis on how scientific practices embody specific knowledge, the current standards reflect an enduring quest for unity.
NGSS authors, in their ambitious efforts to reform science teaching, have proposed short lists of generic practices and general
concepts for framing lessons in all of the sciences. Basing reform upon respect for the diversity of the disciplines (rather than
upon the quest for unity) offers a different pathway. This pathway opens by asking, “What are the challenges to inquiry in valued
contexts?” and calls for teaching how reasoning adapts to these challenges. Concept mapping has great potential to reveal this
relationship, and geology provides a telling example. Maps make distinctive features of thinking in well-defined contexts explicit
and can highlight correspondences between conceptual understanding and methods of investigation. Maps depict how geologic
inquiry faces the challenges of deciphering the history of earth’s dynamic landscapes. Geology’s phenomena of interest reside in
traces of the past that exist in the present. Ordering these events in time is a challenge, as is inferring causes based upon modern
analogues. Often a common cause resolves geologic anomalies across several scales. The historical style of the geologic sciences
features local, timely, and particular solutions. Geologic problem-solvers substitute place for time, in keeping with the old adage
that the present is the key to the past. Mapping concepts for thinking geologic thoughts responsive to the challenge of
reconstructing earth history reveals these principles. The value of these distinctive features contrasts with generic portraits of the
sciences encouraged by the NGSS.

Figure 1: Responding to the challenge of interpreting traces of the past, a demand characteristic of geologic inquiry.
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Concept Maps Portray Distinctive Disciplinary Challenges and Responses

Thoughtful educators inescapably face the value-laden question, “What to teach?” Reformers of science
education often disparage subject isolation and instead assert the value of understanding how disciplines are
unified. Across decades the reform question “In what ways are the sciences unified?” has focused attention on
“the” scientific method and processes of inquiry as well as on the nature of science and scientific habits of mind.
These characterizations of science tend to deflect a more basic educational question: “In what contexts do the
contributions of diverse scientific fields offer value to society?” One clear answer is preparation and recovery
when faced with geologic hazards such as earthquakes. This is the societal value of “resilience.” Geology is a
discipline well-positioned to inform societal efforts to achieve resilience (so, too, of course are several fields of
engineering). Sadly, generic portraits of science obscure the responsiveness of geologic reasoning to the
demands characteristic of its problems. More generally, the quest to unify the sciences masks the particular
contributions of diverse disciplines in valued contexts. In order to reform science education a search for contexts
of value ought to displace the quest to characterize scientific unity. Students should seek to understand
disciplinary responses to distinct challenges within contexts of social value in contrast to studying presumably
universal aspects of the sciences.
Skeptical critique of the quest for scientific unity begins with questions such as: “Does a singular method,
in an epistemologically valid and educationally significant sense, bind the sciences? Or does a fundamental
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plurality dominate?” Notable studies in the history and philosophy of science have cast doubt on the premise of
unity (Cartwright, 1999; Cleland, 2002; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Toulmin, 1990). Such skepticism endorses teaching
from a perspective of diversity among the disciplines. A discipline adopts “specific methods that have proved, in
concrete experience, to match the characteristic demands of its own intellectual problems” (Toulmin, 1990, p.
193). Geologists typically strive to reconstruct the story of the earth while realizing this history is “deeply and
ineluctably contingent and therefore unpredictable even in retrospect” (Rudwick, 2008, p. 560). Traces of the
past record this contingency, the essential challenge to geologic thinking (Figure 1). The phenomena of interest
are singular entities—a plate margin, a fault zone, a mineral deposit, a river delta, an ocean trench, a trend in
climate change. In place of asking, “What do all sciences have in common?” stands the more telling question,
“How do disciplines respond to the distinct challenges of their respective problems?”
Concepts and methods adapt in order to achieve valued solutions as thinking and doing respond to the
phenomena of interest. The processes and products of these purposeful adaptations belong at the core of “What
to teach?” Geology, for example, faces challenges of scale and utilizes historical methods in order to account for
singular phenomena. Geologic inquiry focuses attention on traces of past events. The challenge to inquiry [in
any field] is met by an intelligent response and a discipline, over time, constructs principles to guide thinking
and doing. “Concept mapping” provides an effective and explicit way of depicting this intellectual coevolution.
The aim of constructing concept maps in this article is to depict how geologic reasoning responds to the
challenges of inquiry in epistemically and educationally significant ways. Tangible examples of landscape
interpretation—Cascadian volcanism, formation of the Grand Canyon, rise of the Tibetan Plateau—anchor the
maps. The maps embody Gowin’s epistemology (Gowin, 1981; Gowin & Alvarez, 2005) and adhere to Novak’s
theory of meaningful learning (Novak 1998, 1977). Maps clarify the meaning of concepts that play a central role
in thinking. “Concepts are what we think with. If we cannot get our concepts clarified and organized our
thinking remains muddled” (Novak, 1977, p. 18). Concepts acquire meaning by virtue of their relationships
within a network of propositions and from their reference to tangible events. These semantic properties of
networking and signification help distinguish the work of one discipline from another.
Gowin grounds his epistemology in a triad of elements requiring coordination in the conduct of inquiry:
concepts that signify patterns among events, occurrences of events (and objects) of interest, and methods of
recording events. In simplest terms, the triad consists of “concepts, events, and records.” Interpreting records
produces new claims. Trusted claims with wide scope function as principles guiding subsequent inquiry
(Schwab, 1962, p. 86). Claims from one inquiry serve as prior knowledge in subsequent ones. In essence,
inquiry recycles an understanding of events. Claims of value answer, “So what?” and speak to the importance of
new knowledge. In Gowin’s epistemology, thinking and doing converge upon and adapt to phenomena of
interest (events and objects). The concept-event-record triad extends and differentiates hierarchically to
encompass other elements of knowledge: theory, models, principles on the thinking arm and data structures,
generalizations, and value claims on the doing arm (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The elements of Gowin’s epistemology arranged as a Vee Diagram and linked propositionally as a concept map.
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Concepts function as tools of inquiry as well as categories for organizing thought (Ault & Dodick, 2010).
This dual role is equivalent to the assertion: “On the conception all else depends” (Schwab, p. 199).
Conceptions, by virtue of their control of meaning and guidance of inquiry, link thinking, acting, and feeling
(Novak, 2002; Novak, 1990). “Conceptions” are an appropriate answer to the question, “What to teach?” They
house meanings and meanings control efforts.
To ascertain the meaning of a concept is to inquire about its use (Biletzki & Matar, 2010; “For a large class
of cases . . . the meaning of a word is its use in the language,” Wittgenstein, 1958, p. 20). This principle
generates the educationally significant question: “How do geologists use the concept of time?” (Ault, 1980). In
order to grasp the meaning of concepts, students must examine their use in a purposeful context.
Rudwick’s history of the discovery the earth’s vast duration makes a three-way distinction in the use of the
key geologic concept of time (Rudwick, 2016). First, there comes the discovery of historical realities. Attempts
to construct causal explanations follow on the heels of these discoveries. Eventually a chronology—a timeline—
falls into place making order in time and duration essential to placing confidence in reconstructions of earth
history. Knowledge of deep time thus emerges from this three-way coordination of historical facts, causal
theorizing, and temporal logic. The “Geologic Time Scale” represents this achievement, a framework that places
humanity’s responsibility for the future in a geologic context subsumed by social value (responsible resource
use). Figure 3 expresses these relationships.

Figure 3: Concept map based on the three-way distinction among historical realities, their causal explanations, and the construction of
their timeline. “Earth stories” are produced by this thinking and they inform humanity about their responsibilities for the future.
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A Skeptical View of Scientific Unity

Throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century educators in the United States have
proposed anchoring public school science teaching in the habits of mind, the nature of science, the processes of
inquiry, or the overarching ideas common to all disciplines. The quest for this unity stemmed from respect for
the accomplishments of “the” scientific method, especially in physics and chemistry. By the middle of the
twentieth century “the idea of a universal, step-wise method of science had become fixed in the public mind . . .
for good or ill” (Rudolph, 2005, p. 376).
By oversimplifyhing—and virtually mythologizing—“the” scientific method in school science, educators
believed they had succeeded in making epistemology accessible to the masses (Rudolph, 2005). The notion that
schools should teach not just science content but appreciation for the scientific method has become embedded in
school culture. Despite efforts to overcome the facile characterization of scientific methods, reformers have,
unwittingly, continued to embrace the educational importance of a fundamental unity among the disciplines. For
example, at the 2013 regional conference of the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) in Portland,
Oregon, keynoter and chemistry teacher Stephen Pruitt, vice-president of Achieve, Inc. (the non-profit
corporation managing the dissemination and implementation of the Next Generation Science Standards), called
‘‘for a new approach to teaching science that ties all lessons into the few ‘big ideas’ of science . . . and
emphasizes the common practices that scientists use’’ (Hammond, 2013). Several years earlier, in promotion of
the American Academy for the Advance of Science’s (AAAS) Project 2016’s Science for All Americans (1990),
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a similar call was issued to teach the ‘‘common themes and habits of mind spanning all the disciplines . . . a
coherent vision of the knowledge and skills [for] every high school graduate’’ (Roseman, 2009, p. 3).
No longer, however, does the “unified” depiction of the sciences have the epistemological credibility it
once enjoyed. It fails to represent adequately the nature of disciplinary inquiries in embedded in contexts of
social value. Historians and philosophers of science have begun to emphasize the significance of diversity, if not
disunity, among the disciplines. In Knorr Cetina’s words, the scientific “enterprise . . . is not one but many, a
whole landscape—or market—of independent epistemic monopolies producing vastly different products”
(Knorr Cetina, 1999, p. 4). Note the difference between the rhetoric of prediction in biology and chemistry. A
biologist casts prediction of extinction in probabilistic terms due to the uncertain contributions of interacting
variables: “Because rates of population change were a function of both survival and recruitment, lowered
survival due to Barred Owls coupled with reduced recruitment due to climate change could lead to steeper future
declines in Spotted Owl populations” (Dugger, et al., 2016). Precision characterizes chemical prediction: one
mole of sodium, an explosive metal at room temperature if mixed with water, combines with one mole of
chlorine a toxic gas at room temperature, to yield one mole of sodium chloride, commonly known as table salt.
3

The Flaw in the Next Generation Science Standards

Contrasting the rhetoric of prediction exposes only the tip of the iceberg of diversity among the disciplines.
At an important level, disciplines depart from each other in how they categorize and represent what is most
salient about reality; these different ontologies hold important consequences for learning (Driver, Asoko, Leach,
Mortimer, & Scott, 1994). The emergence of living things from physical science’s particle soup demands an
appropriate understanding of cells, genes, and bodies. Physical science’s laws may apply universally, but they
fail to satisfy as explanations for the existence of, for instance, humpback whales. The singular and contingent
histories of complex objects, such as the earth, require historical approaches to explanation (Ault, 2015, pp. 101102). When disciplines are contrasted, differences in both rhetorical styles and methodological approaches
applied to the study of their respective realities come to focus (Cleland, 2002; Dodick, Argamon, & Chase,
2009; Dodick & Argamon, 2006; Dodick & Orion, 2003).
Public understanding of what scientists do remains mired in the myth of “the” scientific method. In brief,
“A universal scientific method . . . common in discourse at all levels of science education . . . subverts young
learners’ understandings of both the practices and the content of the discipline” (Windschitl, Thompson, &
Braaten, 2008). The study of complex systems, for example, whether biological, astronomical, meteorological,
climatogical, medical, or geological requires an approach capable of capturing how multiple variables interact
probabilistically. In natural settings patterns of interaction of interest to the investigator unfold without the
distortions often induced by actively manipulating and controlling variables in the laboratory (Windschitl,
Dvornich, Ryken, Tudor, & Koehler,2007). Of course, experiments permeate the study of complex systems, but
methods of investigation must adapt to natural settings in fields such as ecology and animal behavior. Often the
data obtained lend themselves to “descriptive, comparative, or correlative strategies” with each strategy bridging
to the next (Windschitl, et al., 2007, p. 387).
Predicting reactions versus predicting extinctions and inferring chemical structures versus inferring
evolutionary ancestors reflect different ways of dealing with uncertainty. They address and represent the
realities of fundamentally different phenomena. Chemists isolate reactions in laboratories; paleontologists
search strata for the remains of life. Reactions have causal mechanisms; extinctions have contingent histories.
Special-interest groups exploit the misunderstanding of science as ‘‘an activity that is capable of producing
verifiable knowledge by means of a carefully prescribed experimental method” (Rudolph, 2007, p. 3). Belief in
the experimental stereotype makes uncertainty in the work of climate scientists an inviting target. The stereotype
marginalizes the importance and distinctive nature of methods in field sciences. It reinforces a misleading, onesided view of explanatory ideals: timeless, universal, and general findings capable of generating predictions
with little or no uncertainty (Frodeman, 2013). The study of complex systems and patterns of interaction in
natural settings typically yields findings that are more particular, local, timely, and probabilistic (Toulmin,
1972). As Rudolph has argued, the public tends to react with discomfort to such knowledge despite its validity.
Proponents of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013; National Research
Council, 2012) in the United States have underscored, in keeping with the enduring quest for unity, the
importance of “scientific practices” and “crosscutting concepts” (Achieve, Inc., n.d.). This quest continues to
dominate the reform of science teaching (Ault & Dodick, 2010; Ault, 2015). Simply put, the quest obscures vital
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differences among the sciences and encourages stereotyping what scientists do. Furthermore, the quest restricts
which sciences might be of interest and value in schools (Ault, 2012).
4

The Historical Style of Science as an Antidote to the Quest for Unity

In the NGSS, “scientific practices” are one of three dimensions (“3-D learning”) for organizing science
teaching. The other two dimensions are “crosscutting concepts” (abstract, encompassing themes) and “core
disciplinary ideas” (traditional subject matter). “3-D learning” is indeed a catchy phrase, but perhaps not a
fruitful one. Proponents of the NGSS advocate organizing every science lesson in terms of these three
dimensions. Teachers and curriculum authors are expected to choose a practice from a short list that includes
asking questions, developing models, interpreting data, constructing explanations. Next, they are to couple the
practice to a cross-cutting concept; for instance: cause and effect, stability and change, structure and function.
“Practice” and “crosscut” may then frame the third dimension, a lesson in physical, life, or earth and space
science. Beleaguered teachers often find this framing to be abstract and ambiguous—if not arcane, and arbitrary;
to quote one: “I am at NSTA Portland trying figure out all of this NGSS. I have to implement it, I have no
choice. There is certainly some good stuff in there. But it also feels a bit like a cult. It is unclear how to
implement NGSS in a way that rings true to me” (J. Minato, personal communication, November 11, 2016).
Instead of wondering, “What are the common elements that unify the sciences?” educators should ask, “What
are the distinct challenges researchers must confront in solving diverse problems?”
An analysis of “thinking geologic thoughts” offers a telling example of how the quest for unity obscures
vital diversity among the sciences. Geologists, as do any researchers, invent concepts and design methods in
response to distinct challenges. These challenges stem from efforts to understand the earth’s particular history
through the vastness of time. Science historian and paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould concludes that Darwin’s
On the Origin of Species and Charles Lyell’s Principles of Geology gave birth to a second or “historical” style
of science distinguished from experimentation (Gould, 1986). The historical style of science addresses complex,
singular objects unfolding through time contingent on their past: While recognizing the contingencies
characterizing history made precise prediction an unreasonable goal, Gould nevertheless argued that proper
interpretation of complex historical artifacts could trace causal connections. For example, paleontologists
examine homologies in and DNA mutations to account for the descent of baleen whales from toothed ancestors
observed in the fossil record (Deméré, McGowen, Berta, & Gatesy, 2008).
The historical style responds to the challenge to solve problems that cannot be addressed by experimental
methods. In place of controlled experimentation, other criteria serve to justify claims. Geologic problems differ
from each other from one scale to another: the origins of minerals, the geometry of folds, the margins of plates.
Intense pressure may have left traces at each of these scales. Was the cause a sudden and short-lived asteroid
impact or a cumulative and lengthy collision of tectonic plates? Finding solutions that cohere across scales
adjudicates among such competing claims (Ault, 1998).
An iterative process of “compare and contrast,” often crossing scales, is the most basic aspect of the
historical style. Darwin and Lyell’s work responded to the mutability of the earth and its lifeforms on vast scales
in time and space by reasoning in this manner. Darwin compared variation among living creatures and extinct
ones in order to propose histories of descent based on inherited similarities. Lyell’s subtitle captured the
substance of his insight: “An attempt to explain the former changes of the Earth’s surface, by reference to causes
now in operation” (Lyell, 1830). He embedded his approach in the well-known slogan, “the present is the key to
the past,” commonly referred to as the principle of uniformitarianism. His overzealous embrace of this principle
mistakenly led him to conclude that the “intensity” of these causes remained constant through geologic time
(Rudwick, 2016). Nevertheless, for Lyell and his followers, finding places in the present where causes of
geologic change were well understood allowed extrapolations into the distant past. The past left traces and
careful scrutiny of these traces of the past, in light of “causes now in operation,” guided Lyell’s (and
contemporary) geologic reasoning.
Knowledge of earth history requires finding a time stamp on traces of the past. Geologists collect data that
bears upon temporal relationships and with such data establish sequences and synchronicity. Causal
explanations fail if the temporal relations are poorly warranted. After all, causes must precede effects. In a time
series, if A is before B and B is before C, then A is before C (Ault, 1982).
The geologic time scale encompasses durations vastly beyond the scale of human lifetimes, and scale
presents an obstacle that methods of geologic inquiry must overcome. Trusting the extrapolation of earth
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processes depends upon the coherence of solutions across multiple scales in time and space. Forecasts of global
climate change, for example, must wrestle with problems of sampling and modeling on decadal, century, and
millennial timescales. At the same time, these researchers must scrutinize earth’s deep history to grasp the scope
and drivers of climate change.
In summary, scientific thinking adapts to problem solving in diverse and productive ways. The phenomenon
of interest to geoscientists—traces of the past—fascinates children and adults, professionals and amateurs. These
traces accumulate to become the landscapes of today, and the interpretation of landscapes presents distinctive
challenges for inquiry. Objects of geologic interest encode: (a) historical phenomena residing in deep time, (b)
complex systems that continue to operate in the present, and (c) events that have unfolded and continue to unfold
on multiple scales. In order to interpret the earth both the methods of inquiry and the conceptions of phenomena
must match the nature of these challenges.
Contemporary epistemic insights have the potential to improve science teaching. Curricula ought to
represent the sciences as diverse and productive enterprises responsive to their respective challenges. The two
short lists that comprise the abstract dimensions of the NGSS (scientific practices and crosscutting concepts)
obscure this aim; maps for thinking geologic thoughts reveal it. Moreover, they stand as examples of how to add
hierarchy and organization to the principle NGSS dimension, “disciplinary core ideas.”
5

The Response of Geologic Reasoning to Distinctive Challenges

Each moment of geologic history is contingent upon past events and the complex possibilities of a novel
future. Objects of scrutiny in geology form and disappear through time. Every rock is “the summary of its past
and the threshold of its future” (Leveson, 1971). Supercontinents assemble and disassemble; processes of
subduction initiate and cease. Remnants of these processes, whether in patterns of crystal growth or suture
zones, compose landscapes and their subterranean foundations around the globe from micro to macro scales.

Figure 4. A concept map of the challenges for geologic reasoning given the aim of interpreting landscapes using traces of past events.

Figure 4 depicts three major challenges to geologic reasoning: (a) historical phenomena, (b) complex
systems, and (c) multiple scales. The primary focus of interest, “traces of the past,” occupies a central position.
Geologic reasoning responds to the challenge of interpreting associations among traces of the past (Cleland,
2013, 2011). Thinking geologic thoughts aims to decipher the historical phenomena that become today’s
landscapes (Schumm, 1991) and sort through the contingencies responsible for singular events (Frodeman,
2003, Kitts, 1977, Rudwick, 2016). Processes play out on multiple scales in time and space to create patterns
that call for understanding of complex systems (Herbert, 2006; Manduca & Kastens, 2012a). The reconstruction
of temporal sequences and the grasp of geologic time on multiple scales—eons, eras, periods, epochs, millennia,
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centuries, decades—contribute to the understanding of geologic time (Cervato & Frodeman, 2012; Dodick &
Orion,2006). Students achieve a meaningful grasp of geologic time as they learn “techniques for generating
evidence about the past and . . . evidence about the future” (Kastens & Manduca, 2012, p. 14).
The challenges of interpreting traces of the past, landscapes, and singular events call for “Responsive
Geologic Reasoning” (Figure 5). In this map loops on the left evoke the iterative style of Hermeneutic thinking
at the heart of “Geologic Interpretation” (Figure 6) The Hermeneutic approach mirrors the nature of rational
thinking needed to work through value-laden, social problems as well (Frodeman, 2003). The upper levels of the
“Responsive Geologic Reasoning” map integrate geologic knowledge with social value.

Figure 5. A concept map that integrates values dimensions with responsive geologic reasoning.
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Principles for Thinking Geologic Thoughts

Devoting attention to principles for guiding thinking matched to the challenges of a field of inquiry is a way
of circumventing the quest for unity. Eight such principles of geologic inquiry are proposed and numbered on
the maps. Principles 1-3 occupy nodes on Figure 6, “Geologic Interpretation.” Principles 4 and 5 dominate
Figure 7, “Temporal Reasoning.” Figure 8, “Earth Stories,” features principles 6-8 invoked by causal reasoning.
Clearly, the set of principles is neither exhaustive nor exclusive and reflects the author’s idiosyncratic
understanding (Orion & Ault, 2007). In summary, geologic thinking may be fruitfully characterized as being
guided by several disciplinary distinctive principles described in the following sections.
6.1 Place for time
Place substitutes for time because the present is a sampling distribution of differently scaled processes.
Darwin, puzzled over volcanic atolls he encountered when sailing cross the Pacific. There were atolls with
fringing reefs, islands encircled by shallow lagoons, and volcanic islands, both active and inactive. Darwin
concluded that these islands represented different stages of a very long process and proposed a sequence of
initial eruption, coral growth at crucial depths, and subsidence leaving a lagoon (Darwin, 1842). One island was
an example of another’s past and yet another the harbinger of its future. Substituting place for time made the
problem tractable and overcame the challenge of scale. Arranging landscapes in the present as representative of
a series of stages in the past contributes to their understanding. Dating of the stages must be independent of the
arrangement.
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6.2 Historical Entities
Properties of the phenomena of interest in geologic inquiry are contingent on their history and statements
about historical entities are singular (Frodeman, 2003: Rudwick, 2016). As a consequence, the boundaries of
basic geologic categories are porous. Members of a category resemble each other in important respects and
differ from each other in many others. For example, large rivers deposit sediments at their mouths, often
forming “deltas.” The category “delta” includes many examples, but its members are not interchangeable parts.
Some are birds-foot deltas; some are triangular. Categories constructed to compare and contrast the variability
among historical entities are “necessarily ambiguous” (Ault, 1998). The opposite is true for fundamental entities
in chemistry (e.g., isotopes of carbon). Geologic claims are about particular events and are, by nature,
probabilistic and “sketchy” (Kitts, 1977, p. 25). In brief, the most “characteristic demand” of geological
problem-solving is the concern for singular, not universal, statements, characterized by phrases such as “tends
to, distinctive of, resembles, typically, distinct from,” and “in contrast to” (Kitts, 1977, p. 35).
6.3 Coherence across Scales
Different problems exist on different scales. Confidence in solutions grows when they cohere (or at least do
not contradict each other) from one scale to another (Ault, 1998). One remarkable example of this principle is
the claim of the impact of an extraterrestrial object bringing about the extinctions at the end of the Cretaceous
Period (Cleland, 2013). From the crystalline microscale (shocked quartz), through regional scale (Chicxulub
crater, Mexico), to global phenomena (iridium bearing strata), problems in geophysics, geochemistry,
minerology converge on the “Alvarez hypothesis” of an immense impact dismantling the Cretaceous world
(Powell, 1998). In this case, the timing of extinction, cratering, and iridium strata deposition works. Achieving
“coherence across scales” requires understanding the scale on which variability occurs. Otherwise, the iridium
layer at the Cretaceous boundary could not have been interpreted as anomalous. Sampling is needed to gauge
the scale of variability so that data collection may adequately encompass the expected range. For example,
sediment flow in a stream varies seasonally and rare (once a millennium) events may move more sediment than
transported in an average year (Schumm, 1991). “Glaciation, river scouring, rock compression, and outcropping
all contribute to the topography [of a landscape], but do so on very different time scales. . . . topography
[landscape] is the interference pattern between differently scaled processes” (Allen & Hoekstra, 1992, p. 75).
6.4 Temporal Visualization
Geologic data yield visual representations of temporal and spatial relationships. Visual representations
make temporal relationships on vast scales tractable to thinking. The color-coding of geologic maps in effect
contours the intersection of landscapes with time. Stratigraphic cross-sections are a ubiquitous tool. Correlation
diagrams signify synchronous epochs in widely separated places. Series of block diagrams—affectionately
referred to as “cartoons”—communicate causal explanations and are used to compare models of how a
landscape has unfolded through time (Fillmore, 2011; Searle, 2013). The metamorphic rocks of the Greater
Himalayan slab present two anomalies: a normal fault above (given the collision of the plates, thrust faults are
expected) and a reversal of metamorphic grade up-section (higher grade—supposedly created at more extreme
temperatures and pressures—above lower grade ones). A “metamorphic extrusion model,” quantitatively
confirmed by geophysics and geochemistry, resolves the anomaly. Block diagrams capture stages of collision,
faulting, and metamorphosing. In the diagrams, rocks destined to become the peak of Mt. Everest begin as
seafloor sediments, become pressure-cooked subterranean fare, and later enjoy uplift and exhumation (Searle,
2013).
6.5 Temporal Referee
Ordering events in time is crucial to warranting geologic arguments. The chronology of events must cohere,
synchronous in time across wide spaces and properly sequenced. A failed chronology or a lack of synchrony
casts doubt upon claims and leads to demands for new inquiries. Time is the referee. For example, based upon
his conversations with the geologist Eldridge Moores about finding rocks born in ocean floor plates (“ophiolite
sequences”) perched among continental mountain ranges, John McPhee summarized, “Sedimentary sequences,
blue-schist belts, batholithic belts, thrust belts, and mélanges will orchestrally tell what happened. If they are not
synchronous, it didn't happen” (McPhee, 1993, pp. 216-217). From studies at the scale of mineralization and
fault propagation to hypotheses about plate subduction and mountain building, good geological inquiries
interlock in mutually supporting and non-contradictory ways with time ever the referee (Ault, 1998).
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6.6 Modern Analogues
Geology assumes an analogy between past and present. Therefore, modern analogues are sought in order to
interpret past events. For example, vast beds of Paleozoic limestone (Mississippian age) exist on the Colorado
Plateau. Off of the Plateau, in an arid basin of Utah, more modern carbonate deposits are well known. Might
these have been left by a proto-Colorado River, laden with dissolved, even more ancient carbonate? The age of
evaporite and carbonate spring deposits near Lake Mead in Nevada coincides with the expected timing for a
pre–Colorado River’s exit from the Colorado Plateau (Pederson, 2008). Where did the water and minerals found
in these deposits come from? By Miocene time, a pre–Colorado River flowed westward, but how it may have
exited the Colorado Plateau has fueled contentious debate for many years. Mineral deposits near Lake Mead
may suggest an answer. Perhaps for a time the river failed to reach the ocean. Joel Pederson and his research
team imagine that the precursor of the modern Colorado River could have infiltrated Paleozoic limestones
beneath the riverbed, dissolved masses of carbonate rock, and emerged in desert springs only to evaporate,
redepositing volumes of limestone. Such a process occurs today in the Tarim Basin on the Tibetan Plateau—a
possible modern analog to a stage in the formation of the Canyon. Running underground may even have
steepened the drainage gradient in the Grand Canyon and thus extended surface drainage upriver to capture
other drainage basins as the hollowed out topography collapsed from below (Pederson, 2008).
6.7 Puzzling Anomalies
Puzzling associations may have a common cause that resolves these associations of events on different
scales. Lines of evidence leading to the common cause are independent of each other. Philosopher Carol Cleland
(2013, 2011) has popularized this principle and attributes to it success in establishing causation in geologic
inquiry. This principle applies to Darwin’s atoll hypothesis and to Alvarez’ Cretaceous extraterrestrial impact
idea. Brian Atwater’s discovery of the history of subduction zone earthquakes in the Pacific Northwest stands as
one of the most stunning examples of resolving puzzling anomalies (Ault, 2014). His work integrated “orphan
tsunami” (tsunami without an earthquake) records from imperial Japan, Native American oral histories, the
distribution of ghost forests (trees killed by sudden subsidence and seawater inundation) along coastal Oregon
and Washington, and buried mudflat deposits over a wide region (Atwater, et al., 2005). Dating these disparate
events converged on January 26, 1700, and a great subduction zone earthquake was hypothesized as the
common cause. Independently, marine geologists established the deposit date of turbidites (underwater
landslides) off the continental shelf Oregon synchronous with the Atwater’s 1700 date. Subsequent turbidite
measurements established a chronology of subduction zone earthquakes in the region (Goldfinger, et al., 2012),
and computer models have replicated the effects of the orphan tsunami in simulations (Atwater, et al., 2005).
6.8 Story Form
The earth is a text to interpret in a Hermeneutic fashion to yield both the facts and explanations found in
“Earth Stories” (Frodeman, 2003): context gives meaning to the parts; parts give meaning to the whole. For
example, the idea of crustal plates prompts new interpretation of prior facts; new facts prompt revision about
crustal structures and processes. Analogously, the meaning of a sentence depends upon the meaning of its
words. In turn, the precise meaning of the words depends upon their context in a sentence. So it goes from one
level to the next: sentence, paragraph, story, socio-historical context of the story. In geology, minerals in the
rock signify a process; the exposure of an outcrop is their “paragraph” and the landscape a “story” to be told—
one that may well lead to reinterpretation of the outcrop. Picture Oregon’s Smith Rocks State Park where lovely
walls of volcanic tuff that bake in the sunshine of the High Desert. By comparison with nearby beds of volcanic
ash and analogy to the present-day range of Cascade volcanoes, these tuffs were interpreted for several decades
as the ash fall from arc volcanoes paralleling a subduction zone trench. Presumably the eruptive centers lay
buried. Recently, a stunning new interpretation of the regional geology of the Crooked River Basin overturned
this interpretation. Rather than the products of an arc of subduction zone volcanoes, the tuffs of Smith Rock
signified caldera style eruptions from 45 million years ago (McClaughry, Gordon, & Ferns, 2009). The overarching story of collision between the North American and the Pacific tectonic plates took a dramatic twist.
McClaugry, et al., interpreted the cliffs at Smith Rocks—traces of the past—as fragments of a vast crater left
behind by the piercing of continental crust by a mantle plume—an early trace of a hot spot leading across Idaho
to Yellowstone country. Many of the facts remained the same, but the story had changed.
7

Concept Maps for Thinking Geologic Thoughts

In Figure 6, “Geologic Interpretation,” many of the nodes are tangible categories of geologic phenomena
(rock cycle, atolls, outcrops). The two central concepts (“Hermeneutic Circles” and “Comparison and Contrast”)
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link this map to Figure 5, “Responsive Geologic Reasoning.” One route through the map is straight down the
middle: “Historical Entities” are defined by time and time “scaffolds” the stories that account for landscapes.
“Temporal Reasoning” (Figure 7) organizes traces of the past that have been interpreted with modern analogues,
common cause solutions, and place substituting for time. Reasoning disciplined in this fashion has led to the
discovery of the earth’s deep history. The immensity of geologic time has long been a barrier to geologic
insight. “Visualization” tools have overcome this obstacle by placing vast spans of time and space within the
scale of human perception. If the order in time of cause and effect is wrong, then the story fails.

Figure 6. A concept map of “Geologic Interpretation” built upon key principles that guide geologic thinking.

Figure 6: A concept map depicting a basic distinction between visualization and logic (the “referee”) in “Temporal Reasoning.”
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Figure 8, “Earth Stories,” links the examples in Principles for Thinking Geologic Thoughts” (Section 6) to
the “Stories” node (Principle 6.5) on the “Geologic Interpretation” map (Figure 6). The “Earth Stories” map
extends “Geologic Interpretation” to encompass the “Orphan Tsunami” (Atwater, et al., 2005), Cretaceous
extinctions (Cleland, 2013), and Himalayan metamorphic rocks (Searle, 2013). These phenomena present
puzzling associations among traces of the past, thus challenging geologic reasoning. Modern analogues—the
tracks of fighting hippos in African muds and the geology of the Sunda Trench in the subduction zone off of the
Andaman Islands—offer accounts of dinosaur behavior recorded by fossil footprints in Texas and the structure
of terrestrial mountains composed of seafloor crust (ophiolite sequences) located in Oman, respectively.

Figure 8. “Earth Stories” concept map composed from interpreting modern analogues and resolving anomalies with common causes.
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Conclusion: Adequate Conceptions Serving Valued Purposes

The sciences are diverse and disciplines respond to the characteristic demands of their respective problems
in distinctive ways. “Recognizing the sheer diversity of the sciences, both natural and human, liberates them all
from the straightjacket imposed by the false assumption—bolstered by . . . the heresy’ of a singular ‘Science’—
that they all share, or should share, one unique ‘scientific method’” (Rudwick, 2016, p. 299). Neither a singular
method, nor the NGSS’s list of its abstract cousins, seems to bind the disciplines in meaningful ways. Geologic
inquiry, as represented by the series of concept maps, stands as a preeminent example of this perspective. The
primary fruit of inquiry into the deep history of the earth is respect for the present moment, the context for the
exercise of human responsibility. Journeying to this insight has required the methods and concepts of multiple
scientific styles, the historical foremost among them. Arguing for the importance of geologic thinking goes
beyond claims that geoscience is as scientific as any other discipline—and therefore equally entitled to sit at the
table of science education (Manduca & Kastens, 2012b). Differences among disciplines are real and valuable.
Each generation of educators faces the foundational question, “What to teach?” Philosopher D. Bob Gowin
answers, “An adequately large conception of events such that the regularities in those events can be described
and judged” (Gowin, 1981, p. 196). Judgment requires adequate conceptions. Simply put, the NGSS, in their
adherence to the quest for unity expressed as 3-D lesson planning, have fallen short of constructing an adequate
conception of the sciences needed by twenty-first century citizens expected to make informed judgments about
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resilience, climate change, resource utilization, and conservation. Characterizing diversity promises educational
pathways consistent with what scientists actually do. “Thinking geologic thoughts” responds to the demands of
interpreting traces of the past and enhances understanding of the natural world needed for exercising social
responsiblity. Reasoning responsive to the challenges faced by geologic inquiry culminates in the reconstruction
of socially valued “Earth Stories” (Figure 7) that burst the straightjacket of a singular science.
9
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